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Abstract

Kinetic studies of reduction of the mixtures of NiO and WO3 having different
Ni/(Ni+W) molar ratios in flowing hydrogen gas were investigated by means
of Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), Fluidized Bed (FB) technique as well
as Thermal diffusivity measurements under isothermal conditions. In the case
of TGA, the reaction progress was monitored by mass loss, while evolved gas
analysis by a gas chromatograph was the indicator of the reaction progress
in the case of FB. The results indicate that the reduction reaction proceeds
through three consecutive steps, viz.

NiO-WO3 Ni-WO3 Ni-WO2 Ni-W
The present results show that the fluidized bed technique can be

successfully utilized in bulk production of intermetallics containing W and
a transition metal (or a composite material) wherein the process conditions
would have a strong impact on the particle size of the end product.

During the investigations, it was found that there was a delay in the reaction
during the hydrogen reduction of NiO-WO3 mixed oxides in a fluidized bed
reactor. In order to understand the same, a theoretical model was developed
to estimate the apparent reaction rate constant for the reduction reaction
from the intrinsic chemical reaction rate constant. Appropriate differential
mass balance equations based on intrinsic chemical reaction rate constants
and thermodynamic equilibria were developed. The proposed model was
successfully applied in predicting the overall reaction kinetics of a fluidized bed
reactor. This model is also suitable for scale-up calculations.

SEM images showed that the particle size of the final product was
dependent on the Ni/(Ni+W) molar ratio; smaller particles were formed at
higher nickel contents. X-ray diffractions of the reduced precursors exhibited
slight shift of Ni peaks from the standard one indicating the dissolution of W
into Ni.

A new method for studying kinetics of the hydrogen reduction of NiO-
WO3 precursors was developed in which the reaction progress was monitored
by following the change of thermal diffusivity of the precursors. Activation
energies of reduction as well as sintering were calculated. This method is
considered unique as it provides information regarding the physical changes
like sintering, change of porosity and agglomeration along with the chemical
changes occurring during the gas/solid reaction.

As a continuation of the kinetic studies, Ni-W-C ternary carbides were
synthesized by simultaneous reduction–carburization of Ni-W-O system using
H2-CH4 gas mixtures by TGA. The results showed that the reduction of the
oxide mixture was complete before the carburization took place. The nascent
particles of the metals formed by reduction could react with the gas mixture
with well-defined carbon potential to form a uniform product of Ni-W-C. The
above-mentioned experiments were conducted in such a way to ensure that the
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reaction was controlled by the chemical reaction. The activation energies of the
reduction as well as carburization processes at different stages were calculated
accordingly.

The present dissertation demonstrates the potential of the investigations
of gas/solid reactions towards tailoring the process towards materials with
optimized properties as for example introduction of interstitials. The present
process design is extremely environment-friendly with reduced number of unit
processes and the product being H2O.
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